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IDEAL LOG-CHANGE INDEX NUMBERS .

by Yrjö O. Vartia
The Research Institute of the Finnish Economy

Abstract. Two new' idea1 index number formu1as I based on loqari thmic
changes are presented. Both of them satisfy the time and the
factor reversa1 tests, react qua1itative1y corrcct1y to extreme
price and volume changes but only one of them is consistent in
aggregation. The indices are derived using a new representation
for the log-change: it is a re1ative change with respect to the
110garithmic mean'. The ro1e of the proportiona1ity test is
discussed and a weaker form of it is proposed. The artic1e
e1aborates the prob1em discussed by Theil (1973) and Sato (1974).

Key words: Idea1 index number, faetor reversa1 test,
proportiona1ity test, 1og-change, consistency in aggregation.

1. Introduction

Index numbers based on re1ative changes rather than on price

er vo1ume ratios have recent1y been given considerab1e attention,

see Christensen and Jorgenson (1970), Meri1ees (1971),

Hu1ten (1973), Thei1 (1973) and (1974), Sato (1974).

We want to e1aborate and comment upon particu1ar1y the papers of

Thei1 and Sato. Let a l , a 2 , , a be the commodities (or the
n

commodity groups) for which the indices wi1l be defined.

Denote the va1ue of a
i

by vi (in money units), its quantity by

q; (in physica1 units), price by p. = v./q. and va1ue share by... ~ ~ ~

wi = Vi/LVj' Periods (er p1aces) between which the comparisons

are made wi11 be denoted by subscripts 0 and 1 and the price

and volume indices as forma1 ratios P1/PO and 01/00'
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The logari thrnic forrn of a price index is

n _ PIi
L w. log (---- >. , where

i=l 1 POi
(1)

the weights wiare 'value shares' of sorne kind. Walsh ,( 1901)

Törnqvist (1936) and Theil (1937) respectively have proposed

the following weights:

v'vIivOi'

Lv'Vljv Oj'

G(vli,vOi )

LG(vlj,VOj )

G (w] . , Wo. )
_1 1

(2)

(3)

T(wli,wOi )

LT(Wlj,wOj )
(4 )

where M(x,y), G(x,y) and T(x,y)

are arithrnetic, geornetric and 'Theil' ave~ages respectively.

All the weights (2)-(4) are norrned to add up to unity, which

cornplicates the expressions (2) and (4). Törnqvist's weights

autornatically add up to unity. Walsh's weights are proportionul

.to the geornetric, Törnqvist's weights to the arithrnetic and

Theil's weights to the 'Theii' averages of the new nnd old

value shares.



A1though the geometric average Pl/Po in (1) is in princ!ple

the right type of average to be used in index formulas, it

has some drawbaeks. It has been diffieult to define the

weights wi in (1) ,so that the product of the price index and

its corresponding volume index Ql/QO .in

3

Q
10g(Ql)

o

n _ qu
L w.log (--)

i=1). qOl
(5)

isthe value ratio LV1i/LVOi ' None of the index formulas

defined by the above weights satisfies the fae tor reversal

test, but Theil's formula is eonstrueted so as to give a

good approximation. Sato (1974) gives other approximations,

for discussion see Thei1 (1974).

Anotherdrawbaek is the possible wrong behaviour of (1) when

sorne'of the p approaches zero, 1.e. when a. becomes a free
Ii . 1

good. The effect of an individual price change or its

contribution to the log-ehange of the price index is

Pli
wilog(-)

POi
(6)

F~r Walsh's weights (2) this approaches zero, beeause the

weight decreases faster than the logarithrn increases. The

sarne happens (in the lirnit) when Theil's weights (4) are

used. 'Thus for these two weights the index P1/Po' remains

unchanged 1f, ceteris paribus, any of the prices PIi is set

equal to zero. Hence, an extreme price reduction of any one

commodity does not lower the price level at alI!
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Theil comments upon this drawback of 'no index changcs' af

his foimula only by stating that there is "no problem of

infinite index changes".

By contrast, Törnqvist's weights ~(wIi+wOi) approach a

nonzero value ~wOi when PIi approaches zero, and thus the

contribution (6) will be minus infinity. This means that,

according to Törnqvist's formula, the price index Pl/PO

approaches zero together with any of the individual priceratios.

2. Two new ideal log-change index number formulas

We introduce the following refinements of the weights, of

which the first was discovered before the pubIication of

Theil's article and the second was constructed to fulfill

the requirements set forth by' Theii:

:=

L{v
Ii

, vOi)
w.
~ L(rV1j,rvOj )

L{wIi , w
Oi

)

w. :=
~ rL(Wlj' w

Oj
)

(7)

(8)

where L(x,y) denotes the 'logarithmic average' defined for

positive x and y by

L(x,y)
_._.y- - x for :/:= , X Y (9)Iogy - Iogx

:= X , for x y.

The corrcsponding i.ndices defined by the weights (7) and (8)

will be called Vartin Inuiccs 1 and II for easy reference.

Both indices where presented in Vartia (1974). Sato (1975)

documents an indeD~ndent rediscovery of (8).
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The logarithmic average satisfies the cquation

10g (Y) = y-x
x L(x,y) (10)

expressing that the log-change 1s 1itera11y a relative change

with respect to the logarithmic average. Using the mean value

theorem we get min(x,y)~L(x,y)~max(x,y) for any positive x

and y. Furthermore L(ax,ay) = aL(x,y), so that L(x,y) may be

considered as an average. We also have

G(x,y) < T(x,y) < L(x,y) < M(x,y) ,

with the equality signs only if x=y. For a graphical

comparison of these averages we write

(11)

K(x,y) = (x+y) K(x~y ..::L.)
x+y 2N(x,y) K(p,q) , (12)

where K(x,y) is any of the averages, p = x/(x+y) and

1q = 1-p. Thus K(p,q) = "2K(x-,y)/M(x,y) indicates the beha.viour

of the average K(x,y) in compact form. The inequalities (11),

for example, are apparent from the following figure. The

averages differ considerably only for small values of p and

q. A remarkable conclusion is that T(x,y) and L(x,y) are

accurate approximations of each other.
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It is instructive to note that the 'shou1ders' of M(p,q) _ 1/2

for p = 0 or q = 0 give rise to the 'prob1ern of infinite

index changes'. On the other hand 'the rag1an-type shou1ders'

of G(p,q) and T(p,q), which descend too quick1y when p~O or

q~O, cause the 'prob1ern of no index changes'. In the fo11owing

we sha1l prove that the 'shoulders' of L(p,q) are of the right

type.

First we prove that our new indices exactly satisfy

the faetor reversal test. For the weights (7) we have

~V1' ~v1{-LvO{
log (..:....::.....!) .... ...

LV
Oi

L(LV
1j

,LV
Oj

)

- PIi ' - q1i= Lw.log(---) + Lw.log(---)
1 POi 1 qOi

which proves the faetor reversal p~operty of Vartia Index I.

The gist in the proof is the representation (10).

Theil (1973) proved that a sufficient condition for an index of type

(1) to sutisfy the faetor rcversal test 1s



_ w
1i

'i.w .10g (---)
1. 'VI 0 i

o and 1.w". = 1.
1.

(14). "
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Theil constructed his weights (4) so as to fulfil this

condition more accurately than Walsh's and T6rnqvist's

weights. The following shows that the weights (8) satisfy

th~ condition; (14) identically, and, thus, the Vartia Index

II is just the index Theil and Sato were trying to construct

and which was later independently discovered by Sato (1975).

For the weights (8) we have

(15)

o

because LW
1i

= LW
Oi

= 1. Theil's condition (14) is not

necessary, the weights (7) providing acounterexample.

Another counterexample is provided by the weights wi of the

Fisher's Ideal Index, when it is written in logarithmic form (1).

For both of these weights LWi~l and inequality appiies usually.

3. Extreme price changes

Ta show the correct qualitative behaviour o~ the

new indices when some of the Pli~O we consider the terms (17)

re1ating to the commodity a i of the'fundamental decomposition

_ Yli
Lwilog(-)

vOi

p]l.' - qli'i.w ,log (-"-') ... LW ,log (--")
1. POi 1. qOi

(16) ,

- v J j
wilog(-) =

vOi
- PIi - gli
wilog (-1)) ... wilog (gOi)

'Oi
(17)
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The identity (17) gives the contributions of value,

price and quanti ty changes of the COllunodi ty a i ta. the

corresponding logarithmic changcs of the aggregates .•

We suppose that v O·, PO·' qO" j = 1,2, .•• , n are given
) J. )

constants and calculate the consequences of decreasing Pli·

For the sake of simplicity we first assume that all the

quanti ties qlj and prices P'lj' jr1i are fixed as well, so

that the only changing elements in (17) are Pli,vli = PIi qli

and the weights. The analysis is thus concerned with a

variety of hypothetical sit~ations.

We consider the Vartia Index I, which shows the general

principle. Since

0, when Pli ~ 0 and Yli ~ 0 (18)

the quantity term of (17) vanishes and the value and price

terms are equal in the limit. Hence

- PIiw.Iog(--) ~
1 POi

- Yli
w.log(-)

1 vOi

The last term approaches -vOi/L(Lvlj,rvOj) ~ so that the

contribution of an extreme price reduction of a i to log (Pl/PO) i5

approximately equal to -wOi ' if LV1jl':lLVOj ~ The conclusion

holds without supposing that qli i5 constant as long as it remains

bounded. The same a.rgument may be applied instead of price to volume,

50 that Vartia Indices react qualitatively correctly to appcaring

and disappearing commodi ties. In order to investigate alI the effects of
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the price reduction of any given commodity we should assume

a complete set of demand functions.

4. Weiqht surns and the Proportionality Test

The dissimilarities between the two ne",:, indices

have been examined in Vartia (1974). Some points deserve

to be mentioned here. The weights (7) do not generally add

up to unity but their sum is one at the most. At first sight

thismay seem quite curious because' the weights in (1) are

usually normed as in e.g. (2)-(4). This 1s not necessary,

however, which is seen by writing Laspeyres' ~rice index

ln logarithmic form:

LPliqOi - LPO~

L(LP1,qO' ,rPO·qO·)
J J J J

(20)

= L QOjL(Plj,POj) (Pli-~Oi)

iL(LPljgOj,LPOjgOj) L(Pli'POi )
- PliLw.log (--)

i 1. POi

-where wi

L(PliqOi,POigOi)

L(LPljqOj,rpOjgOj)

The weights w
i

in (20) satisfy only LWi < 1 as is proved in

Vartia (1974). In the same way the weights of the logarithmic

forms of Paasche's and Fisher's indices may be deduced and

the sums of these weights equal one ·at the m03t, being one

only under special conditions. From this property of Fisher's

Ideal Index we may conclude that no "downward bias" is generally

introduccd by weights W
i

, whose sum 1s one at the most.
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On the contra~y weights (2)-(4) and (8) the sum of which is

forced to unity might be claimed to introduce some "upward bias"

in the log-change of the index compared to the log-change of

the Fisher's Ideal Index. No such bias is, however, possible

for the weights (7) or (8) because Vartia Indices I and II

satisfy the factor reversal test.

Suppose that the log-changes of the aggregates in (16) are alI

positive, then it is impossible that e.g. Vartia Index I would

have "downward bias" both in the price and volume index log

changes because their sum is the 10g-change of the value index.

To examine the peculiarities of Vartia Index I we now

turn to the so-called Proportionality Test: If alI individual

prices (quantities) change in the same proportion from 0 to

1, the price (quantity} index should be equal to the common

faetor of proportionality. Or in symbols: (Pl = kPO ~

P(Pl,PO,ql,qo'=k) & (ql=kqO ~ Q(ql,qO,Pl,PO)=k). We

easily find that Vartia Index II satisfies the Proportionality

Test always, whereas Vartia Index I satisfies it only if

w1i=WOi for alI i. The same drawback is shared e.g. by the

"superlative" index number formulas of the geometric type

presented by Fisher (1922). These may be called "ideal

log-change index numbers" because they satisfy both the time

and the factor reversal test. Fisher regarded this non

proportionality only as a minor drawback, see Fisher (1922)

p. 421. But the problem seems to be more profound.
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Let us turn to the economic theory of index numbers

and denote, adopting the definitions and the notation of

Samuel son and Swamy (1975), the economic pr ice and

quantity indices by p(P1 ,BO; Qa) and q(Ql,QO; pal, where Qa

and pa are the reference quantity and price vectors needed

in the definitions. In the general nonhomothetic case we

have p(kpl,pO; Qa)=kp(pl,pO; Qa). Thus the economic price

index satisfies even a stronger proportiona1ity test.

This stronger proportionality test is not satisfied by the

best index nurnber formulas, say, Fisher's formula or Vartia

Index II without special assumptions on quantities.

We consider here the general nonhomothetic case. In the

h6mothetic case rea1ized prices and quantities a1ways change

proportional1y at the same time and e.g. the Vartia Index

I satisfies then the Proportiona1ity Test.

The economic quanti.ty index, however, does not generally

satisfy the Proportionality Test, but usua1ly we

o 0 ()[
have q(kQ ,Q ; P ) t k, see Samuelson and Swamy

(1974) pp 576 and 585.

We must conclude that if an index number

formula satisfies the factor reversal test, either the price

or the volume index behaves in a wrong way (according to

the economic theory) if the prices or the quantities change

proportional1y. Therefore Fisher's formula and the Vartia

Index II show the right qualitative behavior as price indices

but behave badly as quantity indices. And conversely: The

Vartia Index I and e.g. Fisher's super1ative geometric indices

(Fisher's formulus nos. 323, 325, 1323 and 5323) donot satisfy

the Proportionality Test but may givc a high order approximation

to the economic quanti ty index.
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We cou1d propose to app1y Vartia Index II on1y as a price

index and Vartia Index 1 on1y as a quantity index, but this

wou1d mere1y hide the problem in their corresponding quantity

and price indices defined imp1icite1y by the strong faetor

reversal test.

Thus any "ideal index number formula" can be criticized from

the viewpoint of economic theory of index numbers. This

criticism is therefore not directed at the formula but at the

factor reversa1 test, which is in fact an old story. From

the descriptive point of view, however, we want to maintain

the factor reversal test and therefore a weaker proportiona1ity

test is proposed: Pl=kPO & q1=mqO ~ P(P1,PO,ql,qO)=k &

Q(q ,q ,p ,p )=m. This is a symmetric version of the pro
1 0 1 0

portionali ty cri terion which is satisfied by both economic price

and quantity indices. Inthis weaker proportiona1ity test prices

and quantities are supposed to change proportiona11y at the

same time and in such a situation va1ue shares remain constant.

5. About consistency in aggregation

The quantitative difference between Vartia Index 1 and e.g.

Törnqvist's Index (3), Fisher's Idea1 Index and Vartia Index II

1s for smal1 price and vo1ume changes of the third order of sma1lness

in price and vo1wne changes. Diewert (1975) uses this to prove that

his 'super1ative indices' are approximately consistent in aggregation

But what is the qua1itative difference between the Vartia

Indices 1 and II ? What is the cost of forcing the s~m of

the weights to unity and thus preserving the interpretation

of (1) as a weighted average? The answer seems to be: the

Vartia Index 1 1s consistent in aggregation, whereas the

Vartia Index II 1s not.
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Consistency in aggregation refers to a ~ituation where the

set of commodities A = {al , a 2""K a n } is considered as a

union of disjoint subsets Ak , A = U Ak , and price and volume
k=l

indices for A are calculated via indices for Ak , k = 1,2, ... , K.

One way of computing e.g. a price index for A is to calculate

it in two stages. Fi.rst the price indi.ces (and possibly the

volume indices) are calculated for every subset A
k

of the

partition. Thereafter the total index for A is calculated,

using the subindices and the same index formula, from the

aggregate data for the subsets. An index formula is consistent

in aggregation if the value of the index as calculated in

two stages necessarily coincides with the value of the index

as calculated in an ordinary way.

For instance Laspeyres' formula

~PliqOi

E~OjqOj
( 21)

16 consistent in aggregation:

n Pl'
E w . (_l.)

i=l Dl. POl

K P l ,
L L w . (--l:)

k=ll\ Dl. POi
k

K _ PliL \V 01 [r WO.(k)(-)]
k=l < A l. PO'k 1.

,where,

(22)
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)i denotes the sum of terms

VO·/L
1 A

k

VOj = value share of a j in A
k

at to' (23)

(24)

We may write a similar decomposition for T6rnq~ist's formula:

K 1 PIi
L L -2-(\"1' -lWO ' ) log (_.. )

k=lA 1 1 POi
k

(25)

where wi = (wli+wOi)/(Wlk+WOk)' Unfortunately these weights

I
are not equal to the "conditional weights" i(wli(k)+wOi(k»

and thus the expression in brackets is not the value of

T6rnqvist ' s index for Ak . 1n fact the weights wi of aiEAk

cannot be calculated using the data for Ak only, but they depend

on total values LV
O

' and LV
1

, in a complicated manner.
AJA J

This shows that T6rnqvist ' s formula is not consistent in

aggregation.

Theil (1973) uses a simi1ar decomposition in order to prove

the consistency in aggregation of his index formula, but his
. .

proof fails for the same reason. Thus, contrary ta Thcil's

proposition, his formula is not consistent 1n aggregation.

Similar fau1ty propositions, originating from mere1y verbal

definitions af consistcncy in aggrcgation, may be found e.g.

1n Christensen and Jorgensan (1970) p. 26. A mathematical

trcatmcnt of this problcm is givcn in Vartia (1974).



Just 1ike Törnqvist's and Theil l s formu1as the Vartia Index

II is not consistent in aggregation. This is, in asense,

the price paid for the weights' adding up to unity.

On the other hand, the Vartia Index 1 is consistent in

aggregation, for we have:

15.

K L(vl"vO') PI ,
L L 1 1 log( l)

k=IA L(Lvl"Lvo ') Palo'
kAJ A J

(26)

The bracketed expression i5 the Vartia Index I for A
k

, and

these indices are aggregated by the same formula, because

L (L vI" L v O ,) /L (Lv l ' ,Lv0 ' ) .
AJA J AJA J

k k

Thus the Vartia Index 1 i5 consistent in aggregation.

(27)



6. Conc1usion

16.,

It is proved that Vartia Indices 1 and II satisfy the time

and the factor reversa1 tests and react qualitative1y correctly

to extreme price and vo1ume changes, but on1y the Vartia

Index 1 is consistent in aggregation.

The only known index sharing these properties of Vartia

Index 1 is an exceptional but ingenious kind of index

"stumbled on" by Stuve1 (1957). Stuve1's index is based

on a decomposition of an arithmetic change of vaIue into

symmetric price and vo1ume components, while our decomposition

1S based on logarithmic changes.
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